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The gesture is widely used throughout India  
Namaste or namaskar “ is used as a respectful form of greeting, acknowledging 
and welcoming a relative, guest or stranger.

Introduction 



In the national flag of India the top band is of 
Saffron colour, indicating the strength and 

courage of the country. 
The white middle band indicates peace and 

truth with Dharma Chakra. 
The last band is green in colour shows the 
fertility, growth and auspiciousness of the 

land



Introduction
• Name India is derived from Indus, which originates from the old 

persian word Hindus.
• 5,000 year old ancient civilization
• India became an independent nation in 1947 after ending British rule that began  

in 1858.
• Population. 1.21 Billion(2011 census)
• Worlds largest democracy. 
• World’s 3rd largest economy.
• Largest English speaking nation
• Agriculture not only the dominant occupations  but is also one of the most 

important    economic sectors for the country.
• World-class recognition in IT, bio-technology and space.



• 3.28 million sq. kilometers –Area
• 7,516 kilometers -Coastline 
• India is roughly one third the size of  the USA
• The capital city is New Delhi, while the most 

populated city is Mumbai. 
• Other major cities include Kolkata, Chennai 

and Bangalore.
• The most popular sport in India is cricket
• Yoga has its origins in India and has existed 
• for over 5,000 years

INTRODUCTION



Religion

Melting pot: a birth place of  
Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism, 
Sikhism India is one of the most 
religious diverse nations and home to 
every major religion in the world. 

Hindus: The majority of Indians 
are Hindus. Most of the religious 
festivals and holidays are Hindu.

Muslims Home to more mosques than 
any other country in the world; Islamic 
population is the second largest

The other castes are 
Christians, Sikhs, 
Jains, Buddhists, 
Zoroastrians(Parsis)

RELIGION & SPIRITUALITY
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History: Role of Languages

 The demand for states on linguistic basis was developed even before India 
achieved independence from British rule. 

 The post-independence period saw the ascent of political movements for the 
creation of new states developed on linguistic lines. 

 The movement to create a Telugu-speaking state out of the northern portion 
of Madras State gathered strength in the years after independence, and in 
1953, the 16 northern, Telugu-speaking districts of Madras State became the 
new State of Andhra.

 The States Reorganisation Act, 1956 was a major reform of the boundaries 
of India's states and territories, organising them along linguistic lines.

 Bombay Re-organisation Act, 1960 (enacted by the parliament) further 
divided into two states :    Maharashtra & Gujrat –

- Marathi, which evolved from Maharashtri Prakrit, has been the lingua 
franca from the 9th century onwards.

 Census of 2001, There are 22 official languages, 114 languages, 216 mother 
tongues and 900 dialects in India. Many different languages are spoken in 
India. 
The main ones are Hindi(Official Language) , Bengali, Telugu, Marathi, 

Tamil, and Urdu.



Dances of India

• Indian classical dance: There are many types of dances in India. Deeply religious, 
Dances on happy occasions. Classical dances like Bharatnatyam, Kathak, Odissi
and  Kuchipudi.

• Folk and Tribal dances:  There are many folk dances of rural origins. Eg. 
Bhangra and Bihu, Lavani

Bihu-Assam

Odishi

Bhangara

Kathak

LavaniBharatnatyam

Kathakali -Kerala

Kuchipudi (AP)



Indian music
• Two major traditions of classical music are Hindustani sangeet and Carnatic 

sangeet
• The most popular Indian musical instruments are the Sitar and Tabla





Indian Ethnic Wear

Dhoti & Kurta

Sherwani

Saree
Salwar Khameez



Indian film industry-Bollywood
 Bollywood produces over 800  films every year. 
 Since 1913, when the first film was produced, Indian Cinema 

has made a long journey by producing different genre’s of films 
 Some of the most successful movies of the year 2016 have 

earned approximately 5 billion rupees per film. 

Aishwarya Rai Amitabh Bachchan
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 Maharashtra during 4th century BC-12th century AD-
Number of empires: Satavahana,Vakataka ,Chalukya dynasty and the Rashtrakuta dynasties

14th Century- Islamic Rule- Yadava dynasty, which ruled most of present-day Maharashtra, was 
overthrown by the Delhi Sultanate ruler Ala-ud-din Khalji

 Maratha Empire domination -17th century to the early 19th century
Shivaji – founder of the modern Marathi nation- established an effective civil and military administration. He 
also built a powerful navy and erected new forts. 
The death of Aurangzeb in 1707 after an exhausting 27 years of war against the Marathas led to the swift decline of 
the Mughal Empire
 Maharashtra under the “Peshwas” - controlled the Maratha army and later became the 

hereditary heads of the Maratha Empire from 1749 to 1818 reached to its Zenith …

The Marathas also had an elaborate land revenue system which was retained by the British East India company 
when they gained control of Maratha territory The areas controlled by the Peshwa were annexed by the East India 
Company in 1818.

Maratha Empire, 1758 (in orange) was the paramount power in the Indian 
subcontinent in the 18th and early 19th century until it was usurped by the East 
India Company.

History of Maharashtra – 4th Century to 19 Century

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aurangzeb


 Stands 2nd in the top 5 states which own 53 per cent of India's total 
factories- also home to India's commercial capital – Mumbai

 leading producers of sugarcane and cotton in the country
 35.1 per cent of the country's automobile output by value
 India's largest stock exchange Bombay Stock Exchange, 
 The most industrialized state, has maintained the leading position in the 

industrial sector in India.
 Highly urbanized with 45.2 per cent people residing in urban areas

State of Maharashtra



MAJOR CITIES
Mumbai :
capital city,  highest GDP, financial, commercial and entertainment capital 

of India. 
 one of the world's top ten centres of commerce in terms of global financial 

flow
financial institutions such as the Reserve Bank of India, the Bombay Stock 

Exchange, the National Stock Exchange of India, Indian 
companies and multinational corporations.
India's premier scientific and nuclear institutes like Bhaba Atomic 
Research Centre, Nuclear Power Corporation of India ,Indian Rare Earth’s 
Limited (IREL), Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR), Atomic 
Energy Regulation Board (AERB), Atomic Energy Commission of 
India(AECI),  and the Department of Atomic Energy

In 1950

Bombay Stock Exchange- oldest in Asia

Bhabha Atomic Research Centre



Pune : 

 Important centre in the social and religious reform movements
 Prominent social reformers and freedom fighters lived here

 National Defence Academy at Khadakwasla and the National Chemical Laboratory
at Pashan. Pune serves as the headquarters of the Southern Command of the Indian Army

 In 1990, Pune began to attract foreign capital, particularly in the information technology and 
engineering industries.

 Automotive companies such as Tata Motors, Mahindra & Mahindra, Mercedes Benz, Force 
Motors (Firodia-Group), Kinetic Motors, General Motors, Land 
Rover, Jaguar, Renault, Volkswagen

 nine deemed universities apart from the University of Pune,
 -which is the second largest University in the country
 Pune is home to some of India's important research institutes-Automotive Research Association of 

India,National Defense Academy, National Centre for Cell Science,Radio Astro Physics,
 Chemical Laboratory,Inst of Virology,Centre for Advanced Computing 

Infosys National Defense Academy

MAJOR CITIES



CULTURE OF MAHARASHTRA
Costumes of Maharashtra: every state has distinct style . 
Maharashtra traditional dress for men in Maharashtra involves 
the basic dhoti and a shirt , Pagdi , Women – saree
People and Lifestyle of Maharashtra
Kolhapuri Chappals, Kolhapur Jewelry, Mashru & Himroo, 
Narayan Peth, Paithani Sarees
Warli Painting.The hand-made leather chappals and sandals

Bidriware-hookahs and paan holders. They belong to the city of 
Aurangabad and are made from a combination of zinc and 
copper.



KARNATAKA

• Karnataka in South India is well known for its silks, spices, sandalwood and famous tourist 
attractions.

• On 1st November 1956, Karnataka was created by the States Reorganization Act and named 
it as State of Mysore. In 1973, it was renamed to Karnataka.

• Bangalore the capital of Karnataka with a population of over eight million is growing fast as 
an employment hub. It is home to the most reputed Indian software companies such as 
Infosys, Wipro, Polaris, and HCL along with the development facilities of fortune 500 
companies such as Apple, Microsoft, IBM, Oracle, SAP etc

• sometimes referred to as the "Silicon Valley of India" (or "IT capital of India") because of its 
role as the nation's leading information technology (IT) exporter



KARNATAKA

Attracts most tourists as there are many places to visit. Nandi Hills, Bull Temple, 
Cubbon Park, Jumma Masjid

Tipu Sultan Palace

Jumma Masjid

Mysore Palace



KARNATAKA

Classical dance style is the Mysore style of Bharatanatyam

Carnatic and Hindustani styles of music

Most important festival is the Ugadi, the Kannada New Year. Other festivals are 
Makara Sankranti (the harvest festival), Basava Jayanthi, Deepavali, and 
Ramzan

Famous for sandalwood crafts



PUNJAB
• Punjab State, the Land of Five Rivers, is situated in the North Western region of 

India. It is the only state in India with a majority of Sikh people. The land of 
Punjab is very fertile. It is also known as Golden Harvests. 

• Language: Its Official Language is Punjabi.

• Chandigarh and Amritsar, the great centre of Sikh pilgrimage are the two main 
tourist’s attractions. The Golden Temple (or Harmandir Sahib, Durbar Sahib) in 
Amritsar is the most important pilgrimage destination of the Sikhs.

• Festivals such as Basant, Lohri, Teej and Baisakhi are celebrated in a large way.



PUNJAB
Punjab is called the "Granary of India“- It produces 17% of India's wheat

Bhangra is one of the many Punjabi musical art forms

Punjabis eat a variety of Breads. Flatbreads and raised breads are eaten on a daily 
basis. Raised breads are known as khamiri roti. Sunflower and flax seeds are also 
added in some breads occasionally. The breads may be made of different types of 
flour and can be made in various ways:
Baked in the tandoor like naan ,tandoori roti, kulcha or lachha paratha

Hosiery and Readymade Garments: Ludhiana city in Punjab is famous world over 
for hosiery and readymade garments industry and Cycle and Cycle Parts,Sports
Goods

Traditional Chulla



TAMIL NADU
• Home to the ancient Chola dynasty
• Chennai -Formerly known as Madras, is the capital of Tamil Nadu and 
India's 4th largest city-land of IT parks, coffee days, and malls on the one hand 
and Kollywood, Carnatic kutcheris (concerts), and Bharatanatyam
• Electronics manufacturing is a growing industry in Tamil Nadu. Chennai 
has emerged as EMS Hub of India. Companies like Flextronics, Motorola, 
Sony-Ericsson, Foxconn, Samsung, Cisco, and Dell have chosen Chennai as 
their South Asian manufacturing hub 
• Tamil Nadu accounts for 30 per cent of leather exports and about 70 per 
cent of leather production 

The Madras Port, the second biggest port 
in South Asia



Mahabalipuram & Tanjavore Temple

In Trichy, Madurai and Tanjore you can see three of the most magnificent temples 
in India

Kanyakumari
The southern-most tip of the Indian sub-continent is a point of pilgrimage for 
devotees wanting to bathe in the confluence of the 3 major oceans. Vivekenanda
and Gandhi also visited here and memorials are built to remember their great 
contributions to the nation.

Rice is the staple food here and Tamilians indulge in its varieties and different 
forms. The batter for idlis and dosas is made of rice. Pongal, upma, idiyappam, 
sweet meats, vadams (spicy sundried crisps) and appalams are all made from rice.

The 16th Century Basilica of Our Lady of Good Health at the coastal 
town of Velankanni



Multiculturalism…
The presence of, or support for the presence of, 
several distinct cultural or ethnic groups within a 
society.



Multiculturalism and Education
• Education is a global phenomenon

Multicultural or Globalized 
world

National 
Curriculum/ 

Education



Multiculturalism…

Diversity

Geographical/ 
Linguistic

Technological 
Literacy

Socio-
Economic 

Background



CLIL in a multicultural Classroom

Language and 
Culture Understanding Appreciation

Application in 
new settings Sensitivity

Fertile ground to sow the seeds innovations.
Celebrating Diversity! 



The European Commission support for the production of this publication
does not constitute an endorsement of the contents which reflects the views
only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any
use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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